
MICRO DOTS" (Volume XVI page 53) One might think we are talking about an Intelligence Operator here folks. 

OSWALD'S NOTEBOOK ALSO CONTAINED A PAGE WITH DALLAS FBI AGENT JAMES HOSTY'S NAME, PHONE NUMBER AND AUTO LISCENSE NUMBER ON IT. BUT , WE DIDN'T KNOW THAT FOR YEARS BECAUSE THE FBI TORE THAT PAGE OUT OF OSWALD'S NOTEBOOK BEFORE THE COMMISSION GAINED ACCESS TO IT. 

OSWALD BLOWS HIS COVER. 
WITH THE NOTERIETY OVER THE ALTERCATION WITH BRINEGUER OSWALD WAS INVITED TO DEBATE CARLOS ON A LOCAL RADIO SHOW ON AUGUST 17, 1963. The Warren Commission printed a transcript of this radio show in Volume XXI pages 621-642. 
The following is a question by host Bill Stuckey on page 638 followed by Oswald's answer on page 639. 

STUCKEY: "Mr. Oswald I believe you said in reply to a question of Mr. Butler's that any questions about your background were extraneous to the discussion tonight. I dissagree because of the fact that you're refusing to reveal any of the other members of your organization, so you are the face of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee in New Orleans. Therefore anyone who might be interested in this organization ought to know more about you. For this reason I'm curious to know just how you supported yourself during the three years you lived in the Soviet Union. Did you have a government subsidsy (sic)?" 

OSWALD: "Well, as I er, well _ _ I will answer that question directly then as you will not rest until you get your answer. I worked in Russia. I was NOT under the protection of the _ _ that is to say I was not under the protection of the american gove;ament, but as I was at all times considered an American citizen I aid not lose my American citizenship." (Difference in CAPS) 

FOLLOWING IS "EXACTLY" WHAT IS CONTAINED ON THE ACTUAL TAPE! In both versions the question is exactly the same. The differences in Oswald's answer I will put in CAPS. 

OSWALD: ER, well, as i er, well i will answer that question directly then as you will not rest until you get your answer ER, I worked in Russia ER, i was ER, under the protection ER, of the ER, that is to say i was not under the protection of the American government but i was at all times ER, considered an American citizen. i did not lose my American citizenship. 

WC ANSWER I WAS "NOT" UNDER THE PROTECTION OF 
I WAS "NOT" UNDER THE PROTECTION OF 

TAPE ANSWER I WAS UNDER THE PROTECTION OF 
I WAS NOT UNDER THE PROTECTION OF 

;1) 



WOW! 	WHICH VERSION SHOULD I BELIEVE? 

The Gov't source wants me to believe that Oswald was a TOTAL 
Jerk! 

The tape leads me to believe that Oswald was a U.S.Gov't SPY!
 

IT'S REALLY VERY SIMPLE! IF THE FIRST "NOT" WAS SPOKEN B
Y OSWALD 

THERE WAS "no" REASON FOR OSWALD TO CORRECT HIMSELF! 

Apparently Oswald didn't know WHICH Government Bill Butl
er was 

referring to. 

---2 PLACES AT THE SAME TIME--- 

ON SEPT. 26, 1963, OSWALD WAS REPORTED IN 2 DIFFERENT PLACES 

AT THE SAME TIME. IN DALLAS SOLICITING ANTI-CASTRO FUNDS FRO
M 

CUBAN EXILE, SYLVIA ODIO. SHE SAID HE WAS WITH 3 UNKNOWN CUBA
NS. 

Odio stated that the 3 unknown anti-Castro Cubans introduced 
him as 

Leon Oswald; That he was an Ex-Marine; That he was an Exc
ellent 

Shot; That he was Nuts; and that the Cubans should
 have 

assassinated Kennedy after the Bay of Pigs. Odio's sister co
nfirms 

this story. (WR pg. 322) Two pages later the Report establish
ed the 

identy of the 3 Cubans: 
(Loran Eugene Hall, Lawrence Howard & William Seymour.) 

All 3 were CIA dating back to Bay of Pigs. 

(WR pg. 322) The WC Places Oswald by himself on a bus. 

TRAVELLING TO MEXICO CITY, IN HOPES OF GOING TO CUBA OR RUSSI
A. 

IF OSWALD WAS GOING TO MEXICO CITY, THE WARREN REPORT SHOWS 

THAT HE OBTAINED A PASSPORT/VISA IN 24 HRS. IN NEW ORLEANS. 

(WR 436) (Even Non-Defectors don't get service that FAST.) 

1. It's strange that Oswald got his passport in one day! 

2. It's even stranger that a known defecter got it in one day
! 

3. It's MOST strange that on the Printed List of people ap
plying 

for a passport, next to Oswald's name was hand printed "NO". 

(The passport was issued to him anyway. XVIII pg. 324) 

FBI Agent James Hosty felt "betrayed" by the FBI for NOT te
lling 

Hosty that Oswald offered to kill JFK when visiting Mexico Ci
ty. 

Oswald made this offer to Col. Kostikov.(In charge of A
ssass- 

inations for the KGB in the Western Hemisphere) 	!SEE M
Y VIDEO! 

This information apparently came from the CIA and forewarded 
to the 

FBI. (Sometime BEFORE the the Assassination) Yet the CIA/FBI 
didn't 

think it necessary to immediately inform the SECRET SERVI
CE. OR 

DALLAS POLICE, KNOWING THAT OSWALD HAD RETURNED TO DALLAS. FU
RTHER, 

WHEN THE WARREN COMMISSION ASKED THE CIA TO FURNISH PROO
F THAT 

OSWALD WAS INDEED IN MEXICO CITY. THE CIA SUPPLIED PHOTOS OF
 A MAN 

LEAVING THE CUBAN EMBASSY THEY CLAIMED WAS OSWALD. THE PHOTO
S SHOW 

A MAN IN HIS LATE 30'S, WEIGHING WELL OVER 200 LBS. BLOND HA
IR & A 

CREW-CUT. One picture of this Oswald imposter is printed in 
Volume 



XVI page 638. Apparently this informatiuon was NEVER given to the Warren Commission either! (The information of Oswald's offer to kill JFK for the KGB is nowhere in the WR NOR it's 26 Volumes.) 

THE HOUSE ASSASSINATIONS COMMITTEE 1977_79: HEARD TESTIMONY FROM SYLVIA DURAN, RECEPTIONIST AT THE CUBAN EMBASSY IN MEXICO CITY. STATING THAT THE MAN PRESENTING HIMSELF AS LEE HARVEY OSWALD IN SEPT. '63 WAS NOT THE SAME LEE HARVEY OSWALD ACCUSED OF ASSASSINATING JFK. (Sylvia Duran gave this same information to the Warren Commission in 1964. Later at the request of the CIA Sylvia Duran was arrested and detained by the Mexican auhorities until she was ready to play ball.) 

SYLVIA DURAN'S TESTIMONY WAS CORROBURATED BY EUSEBIO AZCUE, THE CUBAN CONSEL AT THE CUBAN EMBASSY IN MEXICO CITY. (Azcue well remembered because he had a verbal tiff with the man presenting himself as Oswald in 1963. (see "The Man on the Grassy Knoll") 

OSWALD WAS ARRESTED AND, TAKEN INTO POLICE CUSTODY LESS THAN 2 HRS. AFTER THE ASSASSINATION. (1:50 p.m.) 
Between 12:31 & 1:50 he suppossedly went from the southeast corner of the TSBD,to the stairs at the northwest corner of the 6th floor, wiping the rifle clean of his prints and, carefully hiding it, descended 4 flights of stairs, entered the 2nd floor lunchroom, walked to the far end of the lunchroom, purchased a coke from the machine within 90 seconds of the last shot according to Dallas Police Officer Marion Baker who confronted Oswald at gunpoint at that time. Baker said Oswald appeared calm & didn't seem to be out of breath. Being assured by superintendant Roy Truly that Oswald was an employee, Baker & Truly continued their climb to the roof for a better look at the area. Oswald left the building, walked seven blocks-took a bus heading back towards the TSBD-got off the bus, because of traffic congestion and time consumption walked to a cab stand and rode to 500 N. Beckley Ave. & walked back to his rooming house at 1026 N. Beckley. 
(In Volume VI pg. 440 Earlene Roberts testified that Oswald came in "around 1 o'clock or maybe a little after, 	Then left in "Oh, maybe not over 3 or 4 minutes." 
At the cab stand Oswald took enough time to portray himself as a gentleman when he offered the first available cab to a woman. 

(WR 162) 

I personnally have a lot of difficulty accepting the lunchroom scenario depicted by officer Baker and Building Superintendant Roy Truly for a number of reasons. 
1. It would not allow Oswald time to clean the rifle, hide the rifle, descend four flights of stairs, go through two seperate doors, both of which have self-closing hardware on them, walk to the far end of the room, select the right coins from his pocket and purchase a coke from a vending machine, then open it (as there were 



he was when the police officer stopped him. He said he was on the second floor DRINKING A COCA COLA when the officer came in." 8. WR page 612-13 FBI report of their interview of Oswald: 
....he claimed he ate his lunch on the first floor in the lunch room; however he went to the second floor where the coca-cola machine was located and obtained a bottle of coca-cola for his lunch. Oswald claimed to be on the first floor when President JOHN F. KENNEDY passed the building." 	 
9. Compare Baker's testimony of where he was when he spotted Oswald in the second floor lunchroom (III pg. 256 Top line.) with the CE 497 that they are talking about. (XVII pg. 212/WR 150) 
10. For no APPARENT reason during his testimony, officer Baker mentioned a hallway to the right of the lunchroom. Stating that Oswald had no business there as it led to offices. 
a. How did Baker know that it led to offices? 
b. How did Baker know that Oswald had no business in any 

offices, after all, he did work there and at that time Baker didn't know in what capacity? 
c. What Baker did NOT testify to was the fact that the hallway .ALSO led to a stairway to the first floor where Oswald said 

he was. 
c./1. It would also allow Oswald time to reach the second 

floor lunchroom within the 90 second time frame for the 
encounter with Baker/Truly. 

c./2. This scenario is a more plausible explanation for Oswald 
not being out of breath when this encounter occurred. c./4. It would also explain why Baker/Truly gave several 

different stories about the encounter. 

WHAT'S THE MEANING OF ALL THESE SECRETED DOCUMENTS AND ALL THESE FALSE DOCUMENTS? WHAT IS THE PURPOSE? 

I believe that CE #900 on page 113 of the WR has a lot to do with it. That's the famous Altgens photo. It shows the Presidential limosine coming right at you when the President is reacting to the first shot in his throat. 
In the background is the TSBD at ground level with several people standing in the doorway. 
On the left side of the doorway is a man standing who I believe is Lee Harvey Oswald. 
Because it's totally impossible for Oswald to be at the sixth floor window during the time of the shooting sequence at the SAME time that he was pictured in the doorway on the FIRST floor, it was absolutely imperative that he be placed elsewhere through testimony,(for credibility) along with a denial that it was Oswald. It was SO important to eliminate Oswald from the doorway that they HASTILY concocted (several) a story of Baker and Truly meeting Oswald elswhere. Then they had to MISIDENTIFY the man in the 
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doorway as another TSBD employee by the name of Billy Nolan 

Lovelady. 

The reason that the Baker_Truly/Oswald encounter story was CHANGED 

several times is because none of these stories allowed enough time 

for ANY of them to have occurred. IT IS OSWALD IN THE DOORWAY! 

AS FOR MR. BILLY NOLAN LOVELADY: Look at CE #150 (XVI pg. 515) 

Oswald's shirt and compare it to FBI pictures of Lovelady and the 

shirt he said he was wearing (broad red and white stripes) on Nov. 

22, 1963 (Whitewash II by Harold Weisberg. Pages 192 F&G. With text 

on pages 295-310.) 

Lovelady's testimony is in Volume VI starting on page 336. On page 

337 he states that Oswald wanted to go down in the elevator with 

them at about ten of twelve. 
On page 338 Lovelady describes the point of origin of the shots: 

"Right 'there around that concrete little deal on that knoll." 

On page 339 Lovelady describes how he and others ran down the Elm 

St. Extension to get a better view of the area behind the knoll. 

WHO SAID THE SHOTS CAME FROM THE TSBD? 
SIX SECONDS pg. 254-271 
WHO TESTIFIED THAT THE SHOTS CAME FROM THE GRASSY KNOLL? 

SIX SECONDS pg. 254-271 

Oswald's interrogators report that before leaving the building, 

Oswald took the time to direct a Secret Service Agent to the 

phones. This was later verified by Newsman Robert Pierpoint/Robert 

McNeill, both of whom gave the appearance of being S.S. 
(Suits, Ties and Crew_Cuts.) (Also Pierce Allman see Six Secc;..ds in 

Dallas pg. 312 Commission Document 354) 
As a matter of fact when you take the tour of the sixth floor of 

the TSBD; you have an option of renting a tape recorder with the 

voice of Pierce Allman directing the tour. Allman starts the tape 

by introducing himself as the man that Oswald directed to the 

phones on Nov. 22, 1963. 
A Commission Document also not printed in the 26 Volumes discloses 

that a member of ARMY INTELLIGENCE by the name of James Powell was 

trapped inside the TSBD immediately after the assassination. 

(CD 354 not printed in 26 Volumes) (source: SIX SECONDS IN DALLAS 

by Josiah thompson page 312) 

Oswald's landlady testified that while Oswald was in his room, A 

Dallas Police car pulled up in front of the house and tooted the 

horn. Could this have possibly have been a confederate coming to 

give Oswald a ride? While in his room, Oswald Alledgely got a 

pistol (38), & jacket, and left at about 1:04. Then he walked just 

under 1 mile to Tenth & Patton-briefly chatted with officer J.D. 

Tippet-shot Tippet 4 times (WR 165) then walked 6 tenths of a mile 



to the texas theater pausing in a doorway along the way, he entered the theatre without paying. Although Oswald had $13 Dollars and change in his pocket. Shortly thereafter he was taken into custody, at 1:50 p.m. 

I MUST POINT OUT AT THIS TIME THAT THE REASON THAT I REFER TO OTHER BOOKS FOR CD's (commission documents) IS THAT THE COMMISSION CHOSE NOT TO PUBLISH INFORMATION IN WHAT THEY CALLED "DOCUMENTS" 

DID OSWALD HAVE THE TIME TO GET TO THE SCENE OF THE TIPPIT MURDER? On page 651 of the WR places the time of Tippit's murder at about 1:15-1:16 p.m. which still makes it impossible for Oswald to arrive at 10th & Patton in time for the killing of Tippitt. On page 215 of volume XXIV their STAR witness Helen Markham states the time as 1:06 "BECAUSE SHE LOOKED AT HER WATCH." (Incidentally Mrs. Markham couldn't identify Oswald in the Police Line-up on November 22, 1963. 
Volume XXIV page 202. T.F. Bowley states when he arrived at the scene of the Tippit murder the officer was already lying on the street and several people were already there and, someone was trying to use the police radio but, didn't know how so, Bowley called the dispatcher. Bowley also said that he looked at his watch. It was 1:10.p.m. (cst) The Commission's pre_concieved conclusions couldn't afford the TIME testimony from a credible witness such as BOwley. So, on page 166 of the WR they identified the witness who called the dispatcher on Tippit's police radio as Domingo Benavides. (Who in actuality was the man who didn't know how to use the radio. Plus the fact that he didn't know what TIME it was.) "AFTER LUNCH" 

There is however an interesting Q.& A. in Benavides testimony in Volume VI pg. 454: 
"Mr. Belin: Is there any thing you said before the court reporter got here that is different in anyway that you said after the court reporter started taking your testimony? "Mr. Benavides: Maybe now ONLY IN THE CHANGE OF TIME, or I imagine I added a little bit since she was here." Volume VI page 451: Benavides describes Tippit's killer: "Ruddy complexion" (Doesn't fit Oswald) 

"I remember the back of his head seemed like his hairline was sort of looked like his hairline sort of went square instead of tapered off, and he looked like he needed a haircut for about 2 weeks, but his hair didn'taper off, it kinda went down and squared off and made his head look flat in the back." 
(Again it doesn't fit Oswald.) 
Benavides heard only THREE shots and, he recovered TWO CHROME shells. Then gave them to police. 

READING IS POWER! In the past you've read that a DEDICATED athelete could run a 4 minute mile. Well, because you have chosen 



to furtl 	you're education thru reading you have just read that 
Lee Har -  r Oswald WALKED a TWO (2) minute mile on November 22, 
1963. E 	you chosen to read Benavides' testimony on page 447 of 
Volume 	you would have discovered that if Oswald walked just 
THREE (3) blocks further in the same direction he was going, he 
would be at Marsalis Street. (RUBY LIVED ON MARSALIS! WR 158) 

WR 160 "The Marsalis bus which Oswald boarded traveled west on 
Elm, south on Houston, and southwest across the Houston viaduct to 
service the Oak CLiff area along Marsalis. A Beckley bus which also 
served the Oak CLiff area followed the same route as the Marsalis 
bus through downtown Dallas, except that it continued west on Elm, 
across Houston in front of the Depository Building, past the triple 
underpass into west Dallas, and west on Beckley. Marsalis Street is 
seven blocks from Beckley. Oswald lived at 1026 North Beckley. HE 
COULD NOT REACH HIS ROOMING HOUSE ON THE MARSALIS BUS, BUT THE 
BECKLEY BUS STOPPED ACCROSS THE STREET. According to McWatters, the 
Beckley bus was behind the Mars- As bus, but he did not actually 
see 'it." 

WR pg.79 "Searching that area he found at approximately 1:12 p.m. 
three empty cartridge cases on the floor near the window." 

What they DON"T tell us is that one of these shell casings was so 
badly dented that it couln't possibly have been fired from the 
rifle found on the 6th floor nor could it possibly have been 
damaged after ejection by striking the wooden floor or a cardboard 
box. This is perfectly evidenced on page 91 of Dallas Police Chief 
Jesse Curry's book "JFK ASSASSINATION FILE." (page 91) 
FBI Report dated November 23, 1963. 
Q1 Bullet from stretcher 
Q2 Bullet fragment from front seat 
Q3 Bullet fragment from beside front seat 
Q4 Metal fragment from President's head 
Q5 Metal fragment from President's head 
Q6 6. am Manlicher_Carcano cartridge case from building 
Q7 6.. mm Manlicher_carcano cartridge case from building 
Q8 6.5 mm Manlicher_Carcano cartridge from rifle 
Q9 Metal fragment from arm of Governor John Connolly 
Q10 Wrapping paper in shape of large bag 
Q11 Suspect's shirt 
Q12 Blanket 
Q13 Bullet from officer Tippett 
ISN'T IT INTERESTING THAT ONLY 2 SHELL CASINGS FROM THE 6th FLOOR 

WERE SENT TO THE FBI? AND ONLY ONE BULLET FROM OFFICER TIPPIT? 

CE 2011 (XXIV 411) Describes the 3 shell casings found under the 
6th floor window in the following manner: 
On June 9, 1964, Lieutenant J.C.Day of the Crime Laboratory, 

Dallas Police Department, Dallas Texas, was exhibited three rifle 
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cartridge cases, C6, C7 and C38 -by Special Agent Vincent E. Drain of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Lieutenant Day related that he went to the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository, Dallas Texas immediately after the shooting of President Kennedy on November 22, 1963. Lieutenant Day arrived at the Texas School Book Depository building at 1:12 pm. He advised he observed these three rifle cartridge cases, C6, C7 and C38,lying on the floor near a window on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository Building. These cartridge cases were dusted for fingerprints by him, placed in an envelope, and delivered to the Dallas Police Department. 
On November 22, 1963 Lieutenant Day stated he wrote his name on all three of the cartridge cases. On November 22, 1963 two of the rifle cartridge cases, C6 and C7 were given to Special Agent Drain for delivery to the Federal Bureau of Investigation Laboratory, Washington, D.C., for examination. 
Lieutenant Day stated that on November 27, 1963, rifle cartridge case C38 was given to special Agent Drain for delivery to the Laboratory of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, D.C. for examination. 

(VoluIlle XXIV pg. 252) CE 2003 
This is a list of evidence released to the FBI from our crime lab 11/26/63 	(ITEM #9) 2_SPENT 6.5 HULLS (found under window) 

On page 95 of Curry's book another FBI Report dated March 31, 1964 alludes to Three (3) Tippit bullets: 
"C251 Bullet from officer Tippit (No. 1)" 
"C252 Bullet from officer Tippit (No. 2)" 
"C253 Bullet from officer Tippit (No. 3)" 
If Q13 is the fourth Tippit bullet they apparently sent the 4th one FIRST. Then complicated things by designating Q's and C's for the same evidence. 

WR (page 172) States that one bullet taken from officer Tippit match Oswald's 38 "TO THE EXCLUSION OF ALL OTHER WEAPONS" 

(WR 559) "The .38 had been RECHAMBERED for a .38 Special cartridge, it had not been REBARRELED for a .38 Special bullet. The barrel was therefore slightly oversized for a .38 Special bullet, which has a smaller diameter than a .38 S&W bullet. This would cause the passage of a .38 Special bullet through the barrel to be eratic, resulting in inconsistent microscopic markings." 

(Curry pg. 84) Homicide report stating that Tippit was shot THREE (3) times. 
(Curry pg. 95) FBI report stating that Tipit was shot THREE (3) times. 

(WR pg. 172) CONCERNING THE TIPPIT BULLETS AND CASINGS: 
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4 bullets=3 Winchester_Western 	4 casings=2 Winchester_Western 
1 Remington Peters 	

2 Remington Peters CAN YOU IMAGINE WHAT A DEFENSE ATTORNEY COULD DO WITH THIS 

"EVIDENCE" IN A COURT ROOM? 
BETWEEN 1:50 p.m. FRI. & HIS MURDER Al 11:21 a.m. SUN. OSWALD WAS 

INTERROGATED REPEATEDLY WITHOUT BENEFIT OF LEGAL COUNSEL. 
ALTHOUGH HE "PLEADED FOR LEGAL REPRESENTATION SEVERAL TIMES." 
Contrary to Gerald Posner's book "Case Closed" Oswald DID shout 
"I'M JUST A PATSY" (My video Tape) Posner also claims that a study of the Zapruder Film shows Gov. 

Connaly's suit jacket lapel being moved by a bullet moving through 

it at an early enough Zapruder frame to support the single bullet 

theory. Simple enough for conjecture. BUT, that's ALL it is, 

CONJECTURE. 
A much more PLAUSIBLE explanation is Testimony of a motorcycle 

Officer that "IT WAS SO WINDY THAT AS I TURNED THE CORNER FROM MAIN 

ONTO HOUSTON I WAS ALMOST BLOWN OFF MY BIKE." Testimony of 

Motorcycle Officer Marion Baker Volume III pg. 245) 
On page 148 the Warren Report says of Officer Baker: "As he turned 

the Lvrner from Main onto Houston at a speed of about 5 to 10 miles 

per hour, a strong wind blowing from the NORTH almost unseated 

him." (The grassy knoll is on the NORTH side of Elm St,) 
(THERE'S A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CONJECTURE & TESTIMONY) (WR Pg.482) List of attorneys assissting the WC. 	Is attorney S. 

Paul Posner related to author Gerald Posner?', Posner also claims in his book "case Closed" that the shot caused 

Zapruder to jump blurring the frame! (Thanks Gerry) 
If that were true, it would ilYdicate that MORE THAN THREE SHOTS 

WERE FIRED. Judging the blurrilig of frames 195, 197, 203, 213, 222, 

229, 234, 244, 256 and 262. 
PLEASE UNDERSTAND THAT LAW ENFORCEMENT PRESENT AT THESE PERIODS 

OF QUESTIONING WERE: DALLAS POLICE, SHERRIF'S DEPT., STATE POLICE, 

SECRET SERVICE, FBI. & POSTAL AUTHORITIES (CIA?) 
ALL Q's & A's OF THE MOST IMPORTANT INTERRAGATION IN AMERICAN 

HISTORY HAD NO STENOGRAPHER PRESENT. NOT EVEN A TAPE RECORDER. 
THE WHOLE INVESTIGATION HAD TO RELY ON THE MEMORY. OF ALL OF THESE 

LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL, NO ONE EVEN TOOK NOTES! (WR: Pg. 180) DURING ONE OF THE DALLAS POLICE. PRESS CONFERENCES OF THAT WEEKEND, 

DALLAS DISTRICT ATTORNEY HENRY WADE MISSPOKE WHEN IDENTIFYING 

OSWALD AS A MEMBER OF "THE FREE CUBA COMMITTEE" IN NEW ORLEANS. 

(The Free Cuba Committee was an "ANTI" Castro Organization.) A FRIENDLY VOICE FROM THE CROWD OF MEDIA AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 



ECHOED: "THAT'S FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE HENRY." The friendly voice was that of youre friendly strip club host JACK RUBY. 

I FIND THAT VERY ASTUTE FOR A GUY THE COMMISSION SAID DIDN'T KNOW OSWALD OR, HAVE HAVE ANY POLITICAL INTERESTS WHATSOEVER, 
I say friendly because during Oswald's earlier midnight press conference on Friday night, Henry Wade and Jack Ruby are pictured standing together.(WR pg. 341) The caption ID'd Ruby but not Wade. 

But apparrently Ruby knew District Attorney Henry Wade quite well. Maybe because they were both from Chicago. For, page 342 of the WR tells us that on at least 3 occassions Jack Ruby took it upon himself to arrange interviews with Wade for newsmen during the weekend of November 22-24 (WR 342) 

	A DEVISIVE GOVERNMENT 	 
(Right Hand,/Left Hand) 

CONTRARY TO PRESIDENTIAL ORDERS, THE CIA WAS STILL TRAINING EXILE CUBANS AND MERCINARIES IN FL. & LA. FOR AN INVASION OF CUBA,. AND/OR CASTRO'S ASSASSINATION. (There goes the "Comander In Chief" theory we once believed in.) It automatically reminds me of President Eisenhower's farewell address: "Beware the Military Industrial Complex." 

ON MULTIPLE OCCASIONS, JFK ORDERED THE FBI & U.S. MARSHALLS TO RAID & SHUT DOWN THESE CAMPS. 

PRIOR TO THE SCHWIEKER INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE HEARINGS IN '1975 THE PUBLIC NEVER HEARD OF ASSASSINATION ATTEMPTS ON CASTRO. SINCE '75, THE MEDIA (who tells the media?) TELLS US THAT THE, KENNEDY ADMINISTRATION PLOTTED CASTRO'S ASSASSINATION. 

THE MEDIA ALSO TELLS US THAT JFK CONSPIRED WITH THE MAFIA TO KILL CASTRO. (NOTHING COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH) THE MAFIA NEVER HAD A MORE FORMIDIBLE ENEMY. 

THE KENNEDY'S OPENLY BEGAN THIER PUBLIC ASSAULT ON THE MAFIA AS FAR BACK AS THE McCLELLAND COMMITTEE HEARINGS IN THE EARLY '50's 

THE BIGGEST SUPPORTER THE MAFIA HAD WAS FBI DIR. J. EDGAR HOOVER WHO, FOR 4 DECADES DENIED THAT THE MAFIA EVEN EXISTED. 

THAT HAD TO CHANGE WHEN THE KENNEDY'S PUT 
"JOE VALACHI" ON NATIONAL TV EXPOSING THE 
MAFIA. AND EXACTLY HOW THEY OPERATED. 
(Does that sound like the Kennedy's 
Together?) 

MAFIA HITMAN 
EXISTANCE OF THE 

& the Mafia could WORK 

FOR THAT MATTER, COULD JFK AND THE CIA EVER WORK TOGETHER? 

; r̀ 



AFTER THE BAY OF PIGS, JFK WAS FURIOUS WITH THE CIA FOR LYING 
TO HIM. SO, HE FIRED THE 3 TOP ADMINISTRATORS. 
1. ALLAN DULLES (Who,later served on the Warren Commission.) 

(I wonder if Dulles failed to inform his colleagues of the 
CIA's Assassination attempts on Castro, because Dulles knew 
who DID kill JFK) 

2. RICHARD M. BISSELL (Father of the Top Secret U2 Spy Project.and 
the aborted Bay of Pigs Invasion.) 

(Oswald was stationed at 3 U-2 bases) 
3. GENERAL CHARLES CABELL (Brother of Earl Cabell, Mayor of Dallas 

Texas, on November 22, 1963.) 

	 THE ZAPRUDER FILM 	  
By now the vast majority of Americans have seen the Zapruder 8 mm 

color film of the Kennedy Assassination dozens of times. 
But here is the history of that film. We are talking about a film 
that the American People were NEVER GOING TO SEE. 
To insure that we would never see the film, the following day, on 

Nov. 23, 1963, the film was sold to TIME-LIFE, Inc. & locked away: 
hopefully forever. (Copies to. SS & FBI ONLY.) (The CIA requested a 
copy fc..r.  "TRAINING PURPOSES") The Warren Commission got a copy of a 
copy. 
The Warren Commission Printed some frames in BW (171 thru 334). 
TWO FRAMES PER PG. (Volume XVIII Pgs. 1 thru 80) 

(Frames 208 thru 211 are MISSING.) 
Frames 314 & 315 were transposed. Giving the impression that JFK's 
head went foreward when impacted by a bullet fired from behind. 

REVIEW: Oswald was in a 6th floor window behind the motorcade. 
He fired 3 shots only. (Only 3 shell casings were found. 
One of which was VERY questionable because of being badly 
dented.) 

1 Missed 
2 Hit JFK, in the back, exited his throat, hit Gov. 
Connaly in the back, exited his chest, (smashing the 
5th rib) went thru the right wrist (smashing radius) 
and lodged in his left thigh. (Leaving fragments in 
Connaly's chest, wrist & Thigh) 

3 Fatal head shot to JFK) 

Connally's Dr's believed that he was hit by at least 2 or more 
bullets. (Volume IV & VI) 

On Nov. 23, 1963 Dan Rather viewed this now SECRET film & ran back 
to the office to narrate it's contents to a Radio Audience. 
Rather narrated the film to PERFECTION. (PERFECTION meaning the 
CONTENTS of the film and, the TIMING of the CONTENTS of the film.) 
Until, he got to Frame 313. Rather describes the movement of JFK's 



head after being impacted by a bullet thusly; "FORWARD WITH 
CONSIDERABLE VIOLENCE" That's consistent with what we were told. 
(Assassin was behind & above the motorcade.) 

what does the Zapruder Film REALLY SHOW US 
1. At frame 313. The head moves "BACKWARD and LEFT WITH 

CONSIDERABLE VIOLENCE" (Consistent with a shot from the 
RIGHT FRONT.) Further evidenced by the reaction of the 
spectators, incl. Police. (Everyone focusing their attention 
to the Grassy Knoll Area.) 

In Nov. of 1963 Dan Rather was a Police Reporter in Houston. He 
was in Dealy Plaza, on Nov. 22, 1963. Rather was stationed just 
beyond the triple overpass on Elm St. As the motorcade passed him 
they were to throw their exposed film to Rather who was to run the 
film back to the studios. (That's a description of a GOPHER folks.) 

Shortly after Rather told the world HIS VERSION OF what was on the 
Zapruder film he became the co-anchor with Walter Cronkite on CBS. 
(coincidence?) 

ANOTHER COINCIDENCE? As far back as 1959 Marguerite Oswald claimed 
that her son went to Russia on behalf of the United States 
government. On Friday Nov. 22, 1963 she needed a ride from Fort 
Worth to Dallas. That ride was provided to her by another non-
descript member of the media by the name of Bob Schieffer. 
Schieffer also now holds a pretty impressive position at CBS. 

To my knowledge Schieffer has never disclosed any details of any 
claims or conversation that took place between himself and 
Marguerite Oswald during that ride from Fort Worth to Dallas. 
Pretty difficult to imagine that a professional newsman would NOT 

engage such an important individual in History in conversation. 

2. At the very beginning of the motorcade, WHO & WHY did that 
Motorcycle Policeman LEAVE the motorcade just as they were 
turning from Houston on to Elm Street? Where did he go? 
and for what purpose? He rode straight across the front of 
the TSBD on the Elm St. Extension. (Elm St. Ext. accesses to 
Grassy Knoll) 

3. Why didn't the sniper fire at JFK on Houston, St. between 
Main and Elm Sts. while JFK was coming straight at him for a 
whole city block with a TOTALLY UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW? 

Remember Now: A 6th floor sniper couldn't fire at the motorcade on 
Elm St. until it reached a point on Elm that corresponds with frame 
210 of the Zapruder Film, because of a large oak tree obstructing 
the sniper'.s view from the 6th floor window. (What a sportsman!) 

A Road Sign (Stemmons Frwy.) blocks the President. from the camera 



from frames 207 thru 224. Now we can see JFK reacting to being shot 
in the throat in 225 (Remember, minimum 42 frames between shots.) 

At frame 230 Gov. Connaly is still holding his Stetson hat in his 
right hand, which, is supposed to be shattered by now. Also 
severing the ULMER nerve making it impossible.(Dr. Cyril H. Wecht. 
(Fmr.Pres.of National Assoc.of Forensic Pathologists) 	(video) 

At frame 238 there is a pronounced change in Gov. Connaly's 
position. An obvious reaction to being struck by a bullet. 
His hair is flying, (from rapid motion) his cheeks are puffed, 
(collapsed lung forcing air out) And his right shoulder is at a 
much lower angle than frame 237. (20 degrees.) (From the driving 
force of a bullet travelling at 1800 fps.) Shattering his 5th 

rib 	and smashing his right radius. Finally coming to rest in 
Gov. 	Connaly's left thigh. (ALL THIS IN 1/18th OF 1 SECOND.) 

Page 103 of Dallas Police Chief Jesse Curry's book uses "sketches" 
of the Zapruder film indicating the bullet that struck Gov. Connaly 
impacted "at frame 236 (1.65 seconds after he passed behind the 
sign.)" 
Along it's path this bullet left fragments in the Gov's 
chest, wrist & thigh. One such fragment is pictured on pg. 
88 of Chief Curry's book. (It's almost the size of a WHOLE 
38 slug taken from Tippit's body. (Pictured side by side.) 

This is the bullet they found...in Parkland Hospital and 
said it fell out of Connaly instead of JFK. (CE 399) 
CE 399 is in pristine condition, as though it were test fired 
into cotton wadding. (Never tested for clothing fibers or, blood 
or, tissue from either victim.) It's ONLY purpose was to be 
identified with the sniper's 6.5 Manlicher Carcano rifle. 
Although the rifle found on the 6th floor of the TSBD was 
ORIGINALLY reported to be A "German Mauser, 7.65 calibre." 
(Volume XXIV page 228) 

THEY COULD HAVE PROVEN THE SINGLE BULLET THEORY VERY EASILY BY 
TESTING CE #399. FOR IF IT INDEED PASSED THROUGH JFK BEFORE GOING 
THROUGH CONNALLY THEY WOULD HAVE FOUND CLOTHING FIBRES AND BLOOD 
SAMPLES FROM "BOTH" VICTIMS ON THE EXHIBIT. THEY ALSO WOULD HAVE 
FOUND EVIDENCE OF JFK's CLOTHING, BLOOD AND TISSUE IN CONNALLY. 
(NO WONDER THEY CHOSE "NOT" TO TEST CE #399) 

How was CE 399 found? Was it found on Gov. Connaly's stretcher as 
the WC said or, was it found on JFK's stretcher, which is far more 
Plausible? OR, (perish the thought) was it planted there by RUBY? 

(More on this later.) 

NOW, LET'S DO SOME MATH: 	(Shot #2) 



Earliest JFK Hit 210 	Add 42 Frames 	Earliest Connaly Hit 252 Latest JFK Hit 224 	Add 42 Frames 	Earliest Connaly Hit 264 Connaly's emphatic and immediate reaction is at frame 238 EVEN IF WE ACCEPT THE WC LIE ABOUT THE POSITION OF JFK's BACK WOUND, 	THE TIMING OF JFK AND CONNALY BEING WOUNDED PROVES IT TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR ANY SINGLE 6th FLOOR SNIPER TO ACCOMPLISH. With a sniper above JFK, shooting on a downward angle, travelling slightly right to left, striking him 6" down in the back, How could the bullet exit at a higher point, JFK's throat? Now travelling Upward after Exiting JFK's throat, How could it change direction in Mid Air to a Down ward Trajectory and make a right turn to strike Gov. Connaly in the back at the right armpit? 
How could this single bullet NOT have an effect on both victims at the same time? 

During his testimony before the Warren Commission officer Marion Baker states that motorcycle officer Chaney told Baker that I saw Gov. Connally get hit by a seperate bullet than those which hit the President. (Volume III page 266.) 
If you have the Right Answer You Pass. 
• THAT'S WHY WE CALL IT "THE MAGIC BULLET" SILLY! 

Remembering that a bullet travels FASTER than the speed of sound, we reflect on Gov. Connaly's testimony:"I HEARD THE FIRST SHOT AND IMMEDIATELY RECOGNIZED IT AS A RIFLE SHOT. I TURNED TO MY RIGHT. TO SEE IF I COULD SEE HIM (the President) OVER MY RIGHT SHOULDER. THEN I STARTED TO TURN TO MY LEFT. JUST AS I WAS JUST ABOUT CENTERED I FELT GETTING HIT." 
With Oswald dead, they now had the freedom to surpress the autopsy photos and replace them with artists DRAWINGS which RELOCATED the position of JFK's wounds, giving the appearance that he was shot from BEHIND. (see autopsy face sheet CE 397 compared to CE 385) That in conjunction with keeping the Zapruder Film out of public view, were the initial steps making it possible to give birth to the cover story that would hide the fact that November 22, 1963 was actually the day that not only did JFK die or JD Tippit die; IT ALSO MARKED THE DEATH OF THE U.S. CONSTITUTION! 

AND THESE BASTARDS ACCUSED OLIVER STONE OF "RE WRITING HISTORY". 

WHILE WE'RE ON THE SUBJECT OF LIES: 
On Dec. 6th, 1963, LIFE Magazine (The sole Owners of the Zapruder Film, Published a RUMORS AND SPECULATIONS section in that issue.) On pg. 52F this is what they said: 

"The description of the President's two wounds by a Dallas doctor who tried to save him have added to the rumors. The doctor said one bullet passed from back to front on the President's head but the other, the doctor reported, entered the President's throat from the front and then lodged in his body. Since by this time the limosine was 50 yards past Oswald and the President's back was turned almost directly to the sniper, it has been hard to 
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understand how the bullet coulc enter the front of his throat. 
Hence the recurring guess that tt :e was a second sniper somewhere 
else. BUT THE 8mm FILM SHOWS Th: PRESIDENT TURNING HIS BODY FAR 
AROUND TO THE RIGHT AS HE WAVES TU SOMEONE IN THE CROWD. HIS THROAT 
IS EXPOSED-TOWARD THE SNIPERS NEST-JUST BEFORE HE CLUTCHES IT." 

(i.e. Then the throat wound WAS a wound of ENTRANCE!) 
HOW ABOUT THAT ONE FOLKS? Dec. 6th, 1963 

Same page bottom of column one (Life's view of the shooting 
sequence) 
"The first strikes the President, 170 feet away, in the throat; 74 
frames later the second fells Gov. Connally; 48 frames after that 
the third, over a distance of 260 feet, hits the President's head. 
From first to second shot 4.1 seconds elapse; from second to third, 
2.7 seconds. Altogether, the three shots take 6.8 seconds-time 
enough for a trained sharpshooter, even through the bobbing field 
of a telescopic sight." 

LIFE NOV. 29, 1963 Pg. 32H: 
"They found the weapon,a beat-up sawed-off 30 calibre rifle of 

Italian make fitted with a telescopic site." 
MAYBE THIS IS THE WAY LIFE SERVES IT'S COUNTRY IN THE NAME OF 
"NATIONAL SECURITY" 

QUESTION: SINCE WHEN CAN ANYONE "BUY EVIDENCE" IN A CAPITAL CRIME? 
Life Magazine also DOCTORED pictures of Oswald with the rifle. 
(WR Pg. 647) I presume that's in reference to LIFE"S issue of 

February 21, 1964. On the cover is a picture alledgedly of Oswald 
with a revolver on his hip. In his right hand Oswald is holding two 
Russian newspapers and in his left hand is a bolt action rifle with 
a telescopic site. the caption reads "LEE OSWALD WITH THE WEAPONS 
HE USED TO KILL PRESIDENT KENNEDY AND OFFICER TIPPIT" 

Talk about a speedy trial! 	WOW! 

Incidently: E.Howard Hunt wrote for LIFE magazine during World War 
II. (Source, NEWSREAL Magazine No. 6, 1977.) 
If you want more information on TIME_  LIFE Inc.'s complicity in 

printing MISINFORMATION, I refer you t Volume VIII page 251 for 
the testimony of Sgt. Delgado who actually complained about an 
"erroneous" article LIFE printed for the sole purpose of villifying 
Lee Harvey Oswald. 
INFORMATION OR CHARACTER ASSASSINATION: Just what is the purpose 

of the media? specifically the role of LIFE Magazine? 
On '"'"'"' LIFE published an edition with colored pictures of a 
woman they claimed was Jackie Kennedy. These pictures showed a NUDE 
woman on the beach of a supposed Greek Island. they were so gr&phic 
that they showed bare breasts, buttocks and even pubic hair. AT THE 
VERY LEAST I CONSIDER THE PUBLISHING OF THESE PICTURES AND THE 
INFERRED IDENTITY OF THE WOMAN TO BE "IN VERY BAD TASTE." 



NOW THAT I THINK ABOUT IT: TIME MAGAZINE (Time Life, Inc.) ALSO 
r 	 i "Doctored" a picture of O.J.Simpson on it's cover issue of June 27, 

1994. For the purpose of making him look MORE sinister. 
(Maybe it's TRUE that unpunished criminals REPEAT their crimes!) 

	 JACK RUBY 	
Raised in Chicago, He ran errands for Al Capone as a kid. 

As Sec. Treas. of Waste Handler's Union, Ruby was a suspect in 
the Murder of Leon Cooke, Pres. of said Union. 
Moved to Dallas and owned two strip clubs. 
Known to have a violent temper. 
Known to carry a gun. (During Oswald's transfer on Nov. 24, 1963 

Detective Leavelle saw Ruby standing in the crowd "holding a 
gun at his side." (see my video) 

Documentary video shows Leavelle making 3 mistakes. 
1. Doing nothing to stop Ruby 
2. Doing nothing to protect Oswald (Abort Transfer) 
3. Taking his eyes off of a subject whom he knew to posess the 

forementioned character flaws. (AND HOLDING A GUN.) 
During the night both the Dallas Police & Sherrif's Dept's 
recieved phone threats that Oswald would be killed during 
transfer. (WR Pg. 209) 	 . 

Reported to be a Bag Man for the CIA in gunrunning activities 
according to Nancy Perrin Rich. (XIV pg.330-364) Rich was 
reported to be a very reliable source of information to Dallas 

	

P.D.) see  	
Nancy Perrin Rich also testified that after Ruby physically 
abused her she went to the Dallas Police to have Ruby arrested. 
(pg.358) "I was told I might find the climate outside of Dallas 
a little more to my liking if I didn't take the advice of the 
Police Department." 
"The time I went down and wanted to bring charges against Ruby 
for assault and battery, I was told not to, and at that time I 
was also advised _I was not to leave the city or anything like 
that, but that it was nice in Chicago, for instance, that time of 
year." 

Reported to have been seen in the company of Oswald in the 
Carousel Club. (see Bill DeMar) 
Reputable Newsman Seth Kantor reported seeing Ruby at Parkland 
Hospital Friday Afternoon. Kantor said he couldn't possibly be 
mistaken because, he even had a conversation with Ruby during 
that meeting. (Might that fit with finding CE 399?) 
Reported by Julia Ann Murcer: "On the morning of Nov. 22, 1963 
she had trouble driving on Elm St. as a truck was parked there. 
When she noticed a young man take a gun case from the truck and, 
proceed up the Grassy Knoll. She noticed the driver of the truck 
as the same man that killed Oswald two days later." 

The Warren Report stated that Murcer could NOT identify the driver. 



(see Volume XIV page 216.) 

RUBY STATEMENTS TO THE COMMISSION: 
Did not know OSWALD. (accepted) 
Not part of conspiracy with Oswald. (accepted) 
Not part of any foreign conspiracy. (accepted) 
Not part of any conspiracy. (accepted) 
Not connected to organized crime. (accepted) 
Not connected to Dallas Law Enforcement. (accepted) 
Not connected to any Federal Agencies. (accepted) 
Killed Oswald out of love for JFK. (accepted) 
Killed Oswald to save Jackie from returning to testify. (accepted) 
Killed Oswald to prove that Jews had guts. (accepted) 
Was not at Parkland Hospital on 11/22/63. (accepted) 

RUBY: Repeatedly asked to be taken to Washington, D.C. to testify 
because his life was in danger in Dallas. (NOT ACCEPTED.) 
"I can't talk here. My life is in danger. You gotta take me 
. to Washington so, I can speak freely." (NOT ACCEPTED) 

WARREN:"We can't do that Mr. Ruby because there wouldn't be enough. 
room on the plane." 
(Conversation in Dallas with Warren, Ford & Dulles) 

Also at the meeting with Ruby was an Associate Staff Attorney 
by the name of LEON JAWORSKI. Whom you got to know later as the 
one that replaced Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox after the 
Saturday Night Massacre at the hieght of the WATERGATE HEARINGS. 

BY THE WAY, RICHARD M. NIXON WAS. IN DALLAS THAT WEEK_END. 
Interesting! But back to the questioning of Ruby: 

When reminded of this verbal exchange years later, on the LATER 
SHOW w/Bob Costas (NBC) Expresident Ford replied. 

" Well you have to remember Bob, Ruby was strictly a NUT CASE." 

HEY! GERRY! WASN'T RUBY A "NUT CASE" ON HIS PREVIOUS ANSWERS? 
(see my video) 

Author :nn Jones bought a letter alledgedly written by Jack Ruby 
and sin.ggled out of his cell. This letter was auctioned off and 

CERTIFIED BY THE hAMILTON GALLERY to have been written by Ruby. In 
the letter Ruby claimed he was being "INJECTED WITH CANCER." (can 
you guess how he died?) 
By the way, David Ferrie of New Orleans was involved in independant 
cancer research. 

IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED BY WC SPOKESMEN & THEIR SUPPORTERS THAT A 
CONSPIRACY•OF THIS MAGNITUDE IS IMPOSSIBLE AS, IT WOULD INVOLVE 
SO MANY PEOPLE, THAT SOONER OR LATER SOME OF THEM WOULD TALK. 
I respectfully submit numerous reasons for NOT talking. I offer 



just a PARTIAL LIST of Untimely 'Deaths. I don't think it 
coincidence that their testimony or position contrasted with the 
Lone Gunman Theory. 
HANK KILLAM 	GEORGE DeMOHRENSCHILDT 	BETTY MacDONALD 	HAROLD 
RUSSEL JIM KOETHE DOROTHY KILGALLEN JACK RUBY DAVID FERRIE 
FRANK MARTIN MARILYN MAGYAR ROSE CHERAMI EDWARD BENEVIDES 
KARYN KUPCINET ROBERT L. PERRIN GARY UNDERHILL LEE BOWERS 
JAMES R. WORRELL 	ALBERT GUY BOGARD 	S.M. HOLLAND 	WILLIAM 
SULLIVAN 	ROGER CRAIG 	HIRAM INGRAM 	JOHN M. CRAWFORD 
MARY SHERMAN 	DR. NICHOLAS CHETTA. 	JAMES WORRELL 	MARY 
BLEDSOE 	WILLIAM PITZER 	CAPTAIN MARTIN 	JOHN ROSELLI 
SANTOS TRAFFICANTE 	LEE HARVEY OSWALD 	SERGIO ARCACHA SMITH 
BILL HUNTER 	TOM HOWARD (each death is a story in itself.) 

If you want more details on these mysterious deaths I refer you to 
the writings of author Penn Jones. Mr. Jones has authored a series 
of books (6) entitled "FORGIVE MY GRIEF" 
The WR tells us that Jack Ruby had no official contact with the 
FBI 
But, the final Report of The House Assassinations Committee 1977_79 
reveals to us that Jack Ruby was a Paid Informant for the FBI. 
A partj...al list of information Ruby supplied the FBI is published 
in Volume ')'7?? Pg. ???. The list cites 16 seperate occassions of 
information. This same HSCA Report also informs us that at least 
two of President Kennedy's Autopsy Photos are "FORGERIES". 

NEVER LET THE FOX GUARD THE CHICKEN COOP! 

Dallas Detective Leavelle also tells us that Jack Ruby supplied 
Dallas law enforcement with information. For that matter so does 
FBI agent James Hosty. (see my video) By the way Hosty's father was 
a Chicago cop. (same video) 

HAD THE REAL ASSASSINS OF JFK BEEN ARRESTED ON NOV. 22, 1963 
I DON'T BELIEVE WE WOULD HAVE HAD THAT MESS IN VIET NAM! 
It shouldn't take more than 20 min. to defeat a banana republic. 
But that one took TEN whole years and we lost it! Justify that. 
I DON'T BELIEVE WE WOULD STILL BE SEEKING THE REAL ASSASSINS OF 

DOCTOR MARTIN LUTHER KING! (You probably don't have time for 
that one either.) FRAMEUP_Weisberg CODENAME ZORRO_Lane 

I DON'T BELIEVE WE WOULD STILL BE SEEKING THE REAL ASSASSINS OF 
SEN. ROBERT F. KENNEDY! (There's that time problem again.) 

I DON'T BELIEVE THERE WOULD HAVE BEEN A WATERGATE BURGULARY! 
(So maybe, Dorothy Hunt & Martha Mitchell would still be ALIVE.) 

I DON'T BELIEVE WE WOULD HAVE MURDURED OUR OWN KIDS A KENT STATE 
& JACKSON STATE! 

I DON'T BELIEVE THERE WOULD HAVE BEEN A CHAPPIQUIDICK! 
(So maybe, Mary Jo Kopechne would still be ALIVE) 

I DON'T BELIEVE THAT JUNKIES WOULD BE PROVIDED WITH FREE HYPO-
DERMIC NEEDLES WHILE RETIRED SENIOR CITIZENS MUST PAY FOR THEM 
AND ALSO PAY FOR THE DR'S PRESCRIPTION REQUIRED TO BUY THEM. 
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I DO BELIEVE THAT SCHOOL KIDS WOULD STILL BE LEARNING PRAYERS 

IN SCHOOL. INSTEAD OF HOW TO USE CONDOMS! 

This is actually an INDICTMENT of Fmr. President LBJ who with the 

stroke of a pen, LOCKED away for 75 YEARS a good deal of the 

evidence of what was heralded as the "Most Exhaustive 

Investigation" in History". 
It's an INDICTMENT of the FBI for It's part in the COVER_UP. 

It's an INDICTMENT of the CIA for It's part in the COVER_UP. 

It's an INDICTMENT of the LEGAL PROFESSION for It's part in the 

COVER_UP. 
It's an INDICTMENT of the NEWS MEDIA for It's part in the 

COVER_UP. 
It's an INDICTMENT of the MEDICAL PROFESSION for It's part in the 

COVER_UP. 
AN ACCESSORY BEFORE THE FACT IS GUILTY OF A FELONY! 

AN ACCESSORY AFTER THE FACT IS GUILTY OF A FELONY! 

FINALLY, I GUESS IT'S AN INDICTMENT OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE! 

We've gotten so accustomed to having everything done for us, that 

we just keep getting smarter and smarter. Without any Real Basis. 

We use our brains as a warehouse for other peoples FACTS. We dont 

use them to think with. We allow others to determine truth. 

Even when they've LIED to us. 

I WAS GONNA CLOSE HERE, BUT I CAN'T _ 
When JFK took office he also inherited The Bay of Pigs. Along with 

Viet Nam. The Eisenhower/Nixon Administration had committed 

several thousand Troops there. Not combat troops, but in the 

capacity of advisors to the South Viet Namiese Troops. 

Because the Communists were sniping the American Advisors, 

JFK Originated the Green Berets for the sole purpose of 

protecting the Advisors. He refused to send combat troops. 

South Viet Nam Pres. Ngo Din Diem & his Brother were Assassinated 

in the fall of 1963. 

On Nov. 1' 1963 In a speech at American University, JFK said 

he was going to WITHDRAW ALL OF THE TROOPS FROM VIET NAM. 

The first 1,000 troops landed on American soil on the day of 

President JOHN F. KENNEDY'S Funeral! 
Within a few days of JFK's Assassination, the new Administration 

revoked that policy and, committed 500,000 combat troops to Viet 

Nam. Over Fifty Eight Thousand of those troops came home in Body 

Bags! JUST WHAT THE HELL "ARE" YOU'RE PRIORITIES? 

The basis for that reversal was "THE GULF OF TONKIN RESOLUTION". 

Which turned out to be A LIE. (Pentagon Papers) 

During the Watergate Hearings (1973_74) we learned that E.Howard 

Hunt Forged State Dept. Documents to FRAME JFK for the 

assassinations of the Diem brothers. (How many times can you kill 



a guy for GOD's sake?) 
Before the Assassination Hunt wrote a novel about a spoiled rich kid who became President and sold out the United States. The name of the novel is "GIVE US THIS DAY." (establishing Hunt as a Kennedy hater.) 
We also learned at those Senate Hearings, that one of the men who delivered hush money to the Watergate Burgulars for the White House, Tony Ulasziewicz, was on Chappiquidick on the same day that Mary Jo Kopechne was drowned. (how many coincidences do you accept before even the THOUGHT of Conspiracy crosses your mind?) 

AND, if it's because you don't give a damn, I can relate to that thinking also. Being Human I can think of a lot of other things I'd rather do than spend decades pouring over the 26 Volumes and literally hundreds of books (pro & con), studying the Zapruder Film frame by frame in slide form. Getting angry and frustrated because I had to figure out for myself what REALLY happened to JFK in Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963. Reaching a point that I actually hated these so called critics of the Warren Report for what they were saying & suggesting about MY Government. 

One such author, Joachim Joesten published "Oswald: Assassin or Fall Guy?" BEFORE the Warren Report was published in 1964. In this book I thought Joesten went over the line because he got into an area of speculation. Rediculous speculation at that. He reported that in the not too distant future, Jackie Kennedy would be publicly Vilified and Discredited. I thought, what a stupid thing to say. I wondered if Joesten was one of these "moles?" A Supposed Critic. Whose real purpose was to make all critics of the Warren Report look like a bunch of QUACKS. Everyone KNEW Jackie had CLASS. If Jack and Jackie didn't hat-. Camelot, They had the closest thing to it. 

!! THEN CANE THE EXPOSURE OF THE ZAPRUDER FILM !! It seemed that the whole world wanted A new Investigation. 

1 NOW it's time to ruin Jackie's image! After all who would feel sorry for a woman that spends Millions on clothes? 2 Who would want to re_open an investigation for a woman that squanders Hundreds of Thousands of Dollars annually to satisfy her every little school girl whim? 
3 Who should care about a woman who only thought of herself by trying to get out of the line of fire by climbing on the trunk of the car while her husband lay dying on the back seat of the limo? 
4. Why go to the expense of a new investigation for a woman who was so money hungry she even turned her back on her own country to marry Greek Billionaire Aristotle Onasis? And,live in Greece? 
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JFK himself has been dead for a few years now: As if killing him and covering up the Conspiracy wasn't enough, NOW it's time to kill him again. NOW it's time to ruin HIS IMAGE! 5 After all, Who would want to spend the money on another investigation for someone who CHEATED on his wife? 6 Who would worry about someone who shacked up with Marilyn Monroe? 
7 Who would worry about someone who may have MURDERED Marilyn Monroe? 
8 Who would worry about someone who shacked up with Judith Exner? (The only LIVE one to make such claims) 9 Who would worry about someone who arranged the Diem bros. Assassinations? 
10 Who would worry about someone who got us involved in Viet Nam? 11 Who would worry about someone who was soft on Communism by not providing air support during THE BAY OF PIGS INVASION? ECT ECT ECT ECT ECT ECT 

MY OPINIONS AND OBSERVATIONS (Based on Research!) 1 The ONLY times I saw Jackie in Elegant attire was at White House State Dinners and Family Occasions. (Do you dress for Weddinc:s?) 
2 What expensive whims? JFK and Onassis owned yachts & stables. 3 Jackie climbed out on the trunk of a speeding limo to retrieve the back of JFK's skull that was blown backward by a bullet that was fired from his RIGHT FRONT. 
4 Jackie NEVER turned her back on her country. Her country turned it's back on Jackie. The reason for her popularity was that she served her country so well. In the wake of the events in Dallis she was so MISSERVED by Pres. Johnson, The Warren Commission, the Justice Dept., the FBI and the CIA, she had NO protection from any source other than Robert F. Kennedy. After the Assassination of RFK on June 4, 1968 Jackie had good reason to fear for her life and the lives of her children. She sought PROTECTION in Greece with Onasis. ("THEY'RE KILLING KENNEDY'S") 
5 The only live woman to make this claim is Judith Campbell Exner long after JFK's death. When asked WHY she was coming foreward now? She said she wanted to get it off her chest because she's dying of cancer. (That was seven years ago, A miracle maybe?) 6 Who would go out for Hamburg, when he has STEAK at home? 7 If by now you don't know that JFK was the VICTIM, you're totally blind when they show the Zapruder Film and you're TOO STUPID to read this or anything else either. Yes! I'm angry enough to write this way. 
8 Unless you were raised in a cave, I'm sure that you've heard it said, that every HUNDRED years or so, ONE woman comes along that 

will do something illegal/immoral in exchange for SOME type of consideration. ($$$$$$$) sarcacism intended! 



9 As I stated on the previous page: as soon as Richard M. Nixon got into the White House in January of 1969, E. Howard Hunt FORGED State Dept. Documents in an attempt to FRAME JFK for the Diem Brothers Assassinations. 
10 AGAIN, the truth is twisted for the purpose of character Assassination. (Don't you have a Library in you're Town?) 11 Research! people, there WERE aircraft present at the Bay of Pigs Invasion. Unmarked, belonging to the CIA. Had JFK supplied U.S. warplanes with U.S. markings, it would have been an ACT OF WAR. (The Constitution of the United States states that the ONLY way we can get involved in war is by AN ACT OF CONGRESS. 

Because I believed that the subject was important enough, I went to the Library for the 26 Volumes to check as to whether the critics writings had any validity or, if they were indeed SCAVENGERS. 
I discovered that what the critics were saying was TRUE. At this point I just HAD to have my own copy of the Warren Report AND the 26 Volumes. (Thank God for my wife, ELLEN). 
All this only led to more frustration, as the REAL MEAT of the . evidence found by the Warren Commission was still Locked away until the year 2039. (Good old LBJ) AND WE FEARED THE COMMUNISTS! 

The only thing I had at this point, was an opinion but at least there was a basis for it. I had neither the knowledge or finances to sue the United States Government for the release of secret documents for further proof of conspiracy. So, over the years I've learned to develop a very strong and sincere sense of gratitude for the critics of the Warren Report, .with a very special appreciation for the work of Harold Weisberg, whom I consider to be the" Dean of Critics" Thanks to Penn Jones whose books have been better than a college education on the subject. (I have to mention this because I was so excited about meeting Penn and spending a little time with him.) Some College Prof. from Western N.E. College in Springfield, MA. had invited Penn up from Midlothian, TX. to speak and meet one of his fans that was going to have Penn's books translated into Japanese for distribution in Japan. These arrangements included an invitation for dinner at this couples home. Because I had been in touch with Penn on several occassions, Penn took it upon himself to invite my wife and I along. Because I don't believe it was a pleasant experience for all parties involved, I won't go into any of the details but, Penn and I had an enjoyable, relaxing evening. 

Thanks to Edward J. Epstein, author of "Inquest" in which he revealed for the first time," The Sibert_O'Neill report". The FBI agents in attendance at JFK's autopsy. Epstein later wrote "Counterplot" a scathing indictment of New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison's charge of conspiracy against Clay Shaw. At the very least, Garrison should be applauded. For his power of 



Supeona made it possible for the American people to have access to 
one of the most important pieces of evidence in the Assassination 
on President John F. Kennedy. Were it not for Garrison's efforts we 
probably would still believe that the force of the fatal bullet 
impacting JFK'S head forced it "FORWARD WITH CONSIDERABLE VIOLENCE" 

THERE WAS A SECRET ELECTION ON NOVEMBER 22, 1963 FOLKS! 
IT WAS DECIDED BY BULLETS INSTEAD OF BALLOTS! 

SINCE THEN WE'VE HAD A VICE PRESIDENT RESIGN IN DISGRACE! 
(Spiro Agnew) 

WE'VE HAD A VICE PRESIDENT APPOINTED (Not Elected)! 
(Gerald R. Ford) 

WE'VE HAD A PRESIDENT RESIGN IN DISGRACE! 
(Richard M. Nixon) 

WE'VE HAD A NEW PRESIDENT WITHOUT ELECTION OR DEATH! 
(Gerald R. Ford) 

WE'VE HAD AN EX PRESIDENT ACCEPT A PRESIDENTIAL PARDON! 
(Richard M. Nixon) 

WE'VE HAD AN ATTORNEY GENERAL SERVE PRISON TIME! 
(John Mitchell) 

ON & ON & ON & ON 
Bob Haldeman, John Erlichman, John Dean, Egil Krough, E. Howard 
Hunt, G.Gordon Liddy, Bernard Barker, McCord, Martinez, Frank 
Sturgis, Gonzales. Charles Colson JUST SOME OF THE NAMES OF PEOPLE 
ON THE WHITE HOUSE STAFF OR WITH THE CIA WHO, ENDED UP IN PRISON 
BECAUSE THINGS HAVE CHANGED IN THIS COUNTRY. 

THERE WILL BE MUCH MORE SAID ON THESE EVENTS BECAUSE 
IT "MUST" BE SAID! 

JUST ANOTHER AMERICAN VOICING "HIS OPINION" 
TOM ROSSLEY 

Everyone has they're Priorities and, they are all different. 
What reason could people have for making this subject at least one 
of their priorities? The answer is as varied as there are people. 
There is ONE REASON however that I believe would appeal to most 

people. The last time this Country had a Balanced Budget was 1964. 
As of 1994 the National Debt stands at FOUR TRILLION DOLLARS.$$$$ 
During the past 30 years, Someone has walked off with enough money 
to make most people volunteer to work through lunch Two or, even 
Three times a week. 
Looking back to the main question of Nov. 1963, WHO KILLED JFK? 
I have NO doubt that all the aforementioned logical suspects did 
indeed possess the motivatioin and technology to carry out such an 
endeavor. However common sense prompts me to ask which of these 
logical list of possible suspects had the Power to Force my 
Government to LIE to the American People? Which of these logical 
suspects had the Power to Force A Free Press to LIE to the American 
People? One of the Greatest lines of diologue contained in Oliver 



Stone's movie JFK, took place on a park bench in D.C. between Jim 
Garrison (Kevin Kostner) and Federal Employee Mr. X (Donald 
Sutherland) I quote Mr. X: "Why was Kennedy Killed? 

"Who Benefitted? 
"WHO HAS THE POWER TO COVER IT UP" 

(I hope you find that at THE VERY least "Thought Provoking.") 
On occassion I've been asked by others interested in the subject, 

Why I read the WR & it's 26 volumes? 
Why I read authors who support the official conclusions? 
I usually answer, The best General in the world is he who reads 
his ENEMY'S maps. 

The White House Tapes tell us that Nixon instructed the CIA to 
stop the FBI investigation of Watergate with the story: IF YOU 
DELVE INTO THIS MATTER, YOU'LL BLOW THE WHOLE BAY OF PIGS THING." 
(see chapter 7 "The Ends of Power" by H.R.Haldeman) 

Same book; Same Author; Chapter 9 tells us; 
"IT SEEMS THAT IN ALL THOSE NIXON REFERENCES TO THE BAY OF PIGS, 
HE WAS .ACTUALLY REFERRING TO THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION." 
(All written by the "Chief of Staff" of the Nixon White House") 

The Nixon White House wasn't all blood and guts, It alSo had it's 
lighter side. 
Nixon's Attorney General John Mitchell's wife's name was Martha. 
she could well be described as a southern belle, as she was from 
Alabama and quite vocal. The whole administration thought it was 
cute when Martha would call members of the media at all hours of 
the night to offer information, corrections on stories they've 
printed or, even to scold them for something they've printed. 

White House personnel always defended her by saying things like; 
"Hey! Martha just tells it like it is." 
"Hey! Martha is very outspoken and very honest." ect. ect. 
That all began to change when the Watergate scandal was getting 

closer and closer to the oval office and Nixon himself. 
On numerous occassions Nixon would sacrifice another lamb in an 

attempt to get the focus off of himself. (The 5 burgulars, hunt, 
Liddy, Segretti, Magruder, Stans, Dean, Ehrlichman, Halderman 
and finally his Attorney General John Mitchell.) 
This was too much for Martha Mitchell so, the barbs in her tounge 
continued but, only in a different direction, toward Richard M. 
Nixon, the President of the United States. 	Samples follow: 
"Nixon is the guilty one." 
"Nixon has hidden Millions in Swiss bank accounts." 
"Nixon is sacrificing my husband to save himself." 
"My husband's loyalty won't allow him to squeal on Nixon. So John 
will go to prison instead of Nixon." 

THESE NEXT TWO REALLY GOT MY ATTENTION! 



MARTHA MITCHELL STATED TO THE MEDIA: 
(1) had an audience with Gov. Wallace and he told me that Nixon 
had him shot in Maryland in 1972." 	(WOW) 
Some time later the media confronted Gov. George Wallace and asked 
him to confirm or deny Martha Mitchell's statement. 
Wallace replied; "I don't remember if I said that to Martha or 

not. "BUT I WOULD LIKE TO HEAR THE WHITE HOUSE TAPES FROM THE DAY I 
WAS SHOT." 	(We still haven't heard them folks. In spite of a 
Supreme Court decision that the Watergate tapes belong to the 
American people and NOT TO RICHARD NIXON. 

(2) I'll be the next one to be killed. 
The Watergate Hearings reveal that shortly after Martha's verbal 

tirade she was literally KIDNAPPED by Nixon loyalists and, held in 
a remote desert shack. Among these loyalists was G. GORDON LIDDY. 
During her captivity she managed to free herself from her 

restraints and continue to do what she doeS best. She got to a 
phone. When Liddy discovered her on the phone he Ripped the phone 
out of the wall and then stuck (or administered) a needle in her 
ass. (or buttocks) We were never told what the needle contained. 
We were informed some time later though of Martha Mitchell's 

death. 

GOOD OLD BOB HALDERMAN: IN LATE MAY OF 1994 ABC's NITELINE RAN 
EXCERPTS OF NEWLY RELEASED "HALDERMAN DIARIES" (some VIDEO quotes) 
Camp David June 26, 1972--"P's principle concern was Martha 
Mitchell question." "John's got to close her down somehow or lock 
her up. But, he can't just leave her speaking out like this. It's 
gonna create a major National Problem." "He seemed more concerned 
about that than about the Watergate Problem." 

NITELINE ran a video of Martha Mitchell talking to the media: 
"AND YOU KNOW WHAT THEY'RE GONNA DO! THEY'LL PROBABLY END UP 
KILLING ME. BUT I DEPEND ON YOU■  THE PRESS TO PROTECT ME AND MY 
HUSBAND. BECAUSE THAT'S WHAT IT'S GONNA COME TO." 

June 19, 1972: Nixon expressed concern over "The George Wallace 
Problem" and suggested turning to Billy Graham for help as, Graham 
Knew Wallace's wife. 

August 17, 1972: LBJ and Graham laughed about the Watergate 
bugging becoming a problem. 

October 16, 1972: Nixon states that after the election they would 
have "AWESOME POWER with NO accountability." (They wouldn't have 
to face the voters again.) 

January 3, 1973: Nixon said they could "DESTROY THE ESTABLISHMENT, 
INTELLECTUALS AND MEDIA AND SO ON." 



January 11, 1973: Nixon wants Halderman to get to John Connally of Texas who in turn is to get to LBJ who in turn is to get to the Democratic Senators who in turn are to ABORT the Senate Watergate Committee. If LBJ refuses, Nixon threatens to release information "That LBJ bugged Nixon's plane in 1968." Nixon goes on to say that NOW they need Deke DeLoach of the FBI to get the PROOF. 

LBJ responds: If Nixon plays with this, LBJ would release 
DELETED MATERIAL 
NATIONAL SECURITY 

March 21, 1973: On the subject of E. Howard Hunt demanding Hush money, Nixon stated they had to "DO THINGS RIGHT ON HUNT'S THREAT." 

Check this one out (SOURCE NEWSREAL MAGAZINE #6, 1977.) 
On December 8, 1972(sic) Dorothy Hunt died in a plane crash at Midway airport in Chicago. She was on one of her frequent trips to deliver hush money connected to the Watergate Scandal. With her on this flight was CBS news reporter Michelle Clark. Whom reports claim was receiving inside information from Dorothy Hunt. 
UNITED Flight 553 consisted of six crew members and a total of sixty-one (61) passengers, including two infants and five children. 

Flight 553 was to land on runway 13-Right. (The only runway with a glidescope) For some unknown reason 553 was re-directed to runway 31-Left. Flight 553 fell 1.5 miles to death and destruction. The plane crashed in a residential area knocking out electrical and phone service to over 5,000 homes over an area of miles. Within minutes 50 or more FBI agents were on the crash scene taking total CONTROL of the crash site. 
Witnesses who lived in the area reported "FBI Types" parked on side streets PRIOR to the crash, and of others showing up At the time of the crash. (All plane crashes come under the EXPLICIT jurisdiction of the NTSB. (National Transportation Safety Board) FBI agents listened to tapes between 553 & Midway Tower. FBI agents interviewed witnesses. 
FBI agents interviewed survivors. 
FBI agents searched the wreckage. 
The official explanation for this obvious breech of authority was reported in the Washington Post on June 14, 1973. It reads in part: "IN CASES OF POSSIBLE SABOTAGE, THE FBI HAS PRIMARY INVESTIGATIVE JURISDICTION." 

Another jail-bird from Nixon's Plumbers unit was Egil Bud Krogh. On Dec. 9, 1972 Nixon appointed Krogh Under Secretary of Transportation. (ONLY 1 DAY AFTER THE CRASH OF FLIGHT 553) 

Do you remember Alexander Butterfield? The member of Nixon's White House that disclosed that everything in the oval office was taped? 



On Dec. 9, 1972 Nixon appointed Butterfield as head of the FEDERAL 
AVIATION ADMINISTRATION. (ONLY 1 DAY AFTER THE CRASH OF FLIGHT 553) 

Do you remember Dwight Chapin? Nixon's appointments secretary who 
ran Donald Segretti and his "Dirty Tricks" Campaign. 
In January 1973 Chapin was named an executive in the home office 

of United Airlines in Chicago. Nixon's personal attorney Herbert 
Kalmbach had served as United Airlines Attorney. 
Kalmbach also served as Attorney for the Marriott Corporation 

which catered in flight food and drink for United. 
Marriott's Executive Vice President was Donald Nixon, brother to 

the President. 

THE POSSIBILITY OF FINDING OUT WHAT HAPPENED TO UNITED FLIGHT 553 
ON DECEMBER 8, 1972 WAS IN DUBIOUS HANDS TO SAY THE LEAST. 
(DO really try to get a copy of this issue of NEWSREAL) 

YOU EVALUATE IT'S WORTH OR RELEVENCY!! 
In 1960 Vice President Nixon was a shoo-in to win the election. 
-Kennedy won. 
In 1962 Frmr. Vice President Nixon was a shoo-in to win the race 
for Governor in California. -Frmr. Gov. Pat Brown won. 
In 1964 it was so soon after the JFK assassination that NOBODY 

could possibly defeat LBJ who everyone thought had picked up the 
standard of our fallen hero JFK. 
In 1968 Veit Nam had ruined LBJ so he chose not to run. The only 
two serious contenders were Nixon and Bobby Kennedy. Bobby was 

considered a shoo-in. = Another Assassination + Another Cover-up. 
Nixon finally wins one. (McCarthy wasn't considered serious.) 
1972 Watergate was in it's infancy so, Nixon was considered a 

shoo-in over Liberal Democrat George McGovern. However,there was 
a THIRD hat in the ring. The hat of a CONSERVITIVE Southern 
Democrat by the name of GEORGE WALLACE. 

I'm NOT a fortune teller but, I think that this scenario creates 
the possibility of the Conservitive vote bieng SPLIT. maybe someone 
else may have had the same thought. 
Whether it would have split the conservitive vote or not doesn't 

matter. For, during a campaign stop in Laurel, MD. Gov. Wallace was 
shot and crippled for life in an assassination attempt by ARTHUR 
BREMER of Milwaukee, WI. Another Nickel & Dime LOANER who somehow 
had the finances to travel all over the Country stalking his victim 
who just happened to be a threat to an unaffilliated third party's 
Political Ambitions. 
What I also find INCREDIBLE is that within hours of the Wallace 

shooting, Nixon instructs the White House Plumbers (Hunt & Liddy) 
to get to Milwaukee IMMEDIATELY to plant McGovern campaign 
Literature in ARTHUR BREMER'S apartment. 



HOW THE HELL DID THEY KNOW WHO ARTHUR BREMER WAS AND WHERE HE 
LIVED SO FAST?? 

The ONLY two requirements to buy a gun in Texas are: 
1. you must have the money. 
2. you must be tall enough to put the money on the counter. 
But a Presidential assassin decides on two seperate occassions to 
use a Chicago Mail Order House to order a cheap rifle, then a cheap 
38 calibre revolver. Then have them both shipped to his P.O. Box. 

Oswald (or somebody) used the name A.J. Hidell on the order forms. 
The question arose as to whether anyone OTHER than Oswald was 
authorized to receive mail from that P.O. Box? (Possible co-
conspirator or FRAME-UP) The Warren Commission stated that that 
information was DISCARDED WHEN THE BOX WAS CLOSED AS PER POSTAL 
REGULATIONS. (WR page 644) 

Independant investigations disclosed that POSTAL REGULATIONS 
REQUIRE THAT THAT INFORMATION BE "RETAINED FOR TWO YEARS AFTER THE 
BOX IS CLOSED." 	(Rush to Judgement by Mark Lane page 412) 

WR page 646 "Speculation.-Ammunition for the rifle'found on the 
sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository had not been 
manufactured since the end of World War II. The ammunition used by 
Oswald must, therefore, have been at least 20 years old, making it 
extremely unreliable." 
WR page 646 "Commission Finding-The ammunition used in the rifle 

was American ammunition recently made by the Western Cartrdge Co., 
which manufactures such ammunition currently. In tests with the 
same kind of ammunition, experts fired Oswald's mannlicher_Carcano 
rifle more than 100 times without any misfires. 

NOW TURN TO PAGE 411 OF RUSH TO JUDGEMENT: (By Mark Lane) 
You'll find a letter from the manufacturer contradicting the 
so called FINDINGS of the Commission. It states : 

Dear Sir: 
Concerning your inquiry on the 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-
Carcano cartridge, this is not being produced commercially 
by our company at this time. 

Any previous production on this cartridge was made against 
Government contracts which were completed back in 1944. 

Therefore any of this ammunition which is on the market 
today is Government surplus ammunition. 

I trust the above information answers your questions. 



Yours Very Truly 
OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

(signed) 
H. J. Gebelein 
Assistant Sales Service Manager 
WINCHESTER WESTERN Division 

I WONDER IF THE WORD "COMMERCIALLY" HAS ANY IMPLICATIONS? 

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS 


